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Chapter One:Electrician connection instruction

Remark：

1、 Transformer T1

recommended mode 220V/7.5V 10W;

2、 Transformer T2

recommended mode 220V/18V、45V

3、 Motor driving signal: impulse + direction, the max. output frequency is 100k

which doesn’t need the current limit resistance.

4、It uses the 485 communication wire, the quantity of the connected machine

can not be more than 32 sets on the same wire.
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5、Before changing any connecting wire, the power should be off.

Chapter Two:Operation instruction

Control panel

The operating panel is made up of 23 buttons and one 192x64 LCD

Screen, the following is the introduction of each buttons:

：when the machine is in standby mode, one button pressing, the machine will

move forwards one step, and keep recycling; if pressing over 0.5 second,

the machine will automatically running for one cycle; this button has big

function while adjusting the machine.

：when the machine is in standby mode, press this button to run the machine

: when the machine is in working mode, press this button to stop the machine

：when the machine is in standby mode, the machine will return to original

position; when the machine is in working mode, press this button, the

machine will stop first and then return to original position.
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: while inputting the number, press this button to input “0”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to the setting of stripping parameters.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “1”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to the setting of stripping speed.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “2”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to the setting of twisting parameters.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “3”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to the parameters setting of present

function.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “4”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to

Clean the value to zero.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “5”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to

Clean the value to zero.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “6”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to

Change the working mode.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “7”; when the machine
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is in standby mode, press this button to

Change the working mode.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “8”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to

Set the production capacity.

：while inputting the number, press this button to input “9”; when the machine

is in standby mode, press this button to

Enter the screen of function setting.

：while inputting the number, clean the inputted data; when the machine is in

standby mode, press this button to clean the value of total production and

batches quantity.

：when the machine is in standby mode, press this button to enter the setting

of the program.

: when In the setting of parameters, press this button to add the value by 1;

when out of parameters setting, press this button to add the value of the

blade by 1

： when In the setting of parameters, press this button to minus the value by

1; when out of parameters setting, press this button to minus the value of

the blade by 1
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： when In the setting of parameters, press this button to back to modify the

last parameter.

： when In the setting of parameters, press this button to back to modify the

next parameter.

： when in the setting of parameters, press this button to storage modified

data and write into EEPROM, and the modify the next parameter.

： when in the setting of parameters, press this button to exit the screen of

parameters setting. In the screen of function setting, multi-sections

stripping and system setting, press this button to back to working screen.

：when the machine is in standby mode, press this button to enter the screen

of system setting. Before entering, it has to input the codes first. In the

screen of function setting, multi-sections stripping and system setting, press

this button to the screen of parameters setting.

Working interface：

After the power is on, the following picture will be displayed 3 seconds later after

starting the machine. When the machine is started, this interface must be

displayed, or the machine can not be started.
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Stripping parameter：

When the machine is standby(without wire cutting), press

;When the parameters of length in the front is blinking, it could be directly

Function: long
wire, short wire,
jacket, flat cable.
Multi-section,
high speed, 6
working modes

Parameter
Storage No:
0-99

Twisting: front end
twisting; rear end
twisting; twisting
speed and strength

Speed display:
cutter seat speed;
eeding speed;
stripping speedd

Stopping time: after the
batches is finished.
Stop this time, and
keep working

Stripping
Length in
the front

Half-strip
ping
length in
the front

Total
length

Half-stri
pping
length
in the
rear

Stripping
Length in
the rear

Stripping
value

Cutter
backwards

Set the
total

The actual
NO.

Set the
actual

Set the
quantita
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inputted the numbers. If the input is wrong, it could press to clean the

value, and then press for storage, and then next parameter will be

blinking until finishing inputting the parameters of length at front, half stripping

at front, total length, half-stripping at rear, cutting value and cutter backwards.

In the parameters setting, press to move back by one digital, press

to move forwards by one digital. It could press to exit the parameters

setting back to standby state.

Stripping speed setting:

When the machine is standby, press ; The cutting speed parameter is

blinking, it could input numbers. If the input is wrong, press to delete the

former number and input again, and then press for storage, it will move to

next parameter until finish inputting the cutting speed, wire feeding speed, wire

stripping speed and stopping time.

In the parameters setting, press to move back by one digital, press

to move forwards by one digital. It could press to exit the parameters

setting back to standby state.

Capacity setting:

When the machine is standby, press ; The capacity parameter is blinking, it
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could input numbers. If the input is wrong, press to delete the former number

and input again, and then press for storage, it will move to next parameter

until finish inputting the total quantity, batches and etc.

In the parameters setting, press to move back by one digital, press to

move forwards by one digital. It could press to exit the parameters setting

back to standby state.

Wire twisting setting:

When the machine is standby, press ; The twisting setting is blinking, press

, for shifting.and then press for storage, it will move to next

parameter until finish inputting the twisting in the front and rear, and then input the

twisting speed and force

In the parameters setting, press to move back by one digital, press to

move forwards by one digital. It could press to exit the parameters setting

back to standby state.

Program number setting:

When the machine is standby, press ; The program parameter setting is

blinking, it could input numbers. If the input is wrong, press to delete the

former number and input again, and then press for storage;It could

press to exit the parameters setting back to standby state.

Working mode shifting:
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When the machine is standby, press, to shift the working mode.

Working Mode Instruction:

This machine is multi-function wire cutting machine, it has 6 programs of wire,

which is explained as following:

Long wire mode:

The function and traditional 220 wire cutting machine is the same, it could install

the wire twisting device for twisting the wire. The relationship of wire length is as

following, input your required size as per above methods. In this mode, the

is not functional.
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Short wire mode:

The setting is almost the same with the long wire mode, only add an action of wire

dividing when the wire feeding. It has no wire twisting function; it could press

in to the setting screen of flat cable function:

Press to set the parameters, after the setting, press return to working

interface.

Set the distance of
wire dividing die
and cutter, which as
the wire dividing
time

Set the time of wire
dividing cylinder
pressing, which is
adjusted as per the
actual requirement
to reach the highest
working efficiency.

Set the time of
wire dividing
cylinder
returning , which
is adjusted as per
the actual
requirement to
reach the highest
working
efficiency.
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Multi section mode:

In this mode, there is no wire twisting function, press in to the working

interface of the flat cable:

Under the condition of non-parameter setting, press , to up or down

forwards and check the parameter setting of 1-12 sections

Length
in the
front

Half
stripping
In the
front

Total wire length,
without any setting, it
will be automatically
calculated

Half
stripping
in the rear

Length in the rear, it
doesn’t need any
setting, it will
automatically
consider the last
stripping length as
the rear end length

The total length of the
first section: the length of
the insulation

The stripping length on
the first section: the
length of the stripping
part.
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Press to start the parameter setting until the completion.

Remark: Under multi-section mode, the total wire length equals to the sum of

each section plus the front length, the program will automatically calculate it and

display on the screen. Therefore, it is no necessary to set the total length, rear

length; the rear length equals to the last end length! When the required sections

are finishing setting, the value of next section is “0”

Jacket Mode:

The first
stripping
on the
front
end

The first
half
stripping
on the
front end

Total
length

The first
half
stripping
length on
the rear
end

The first
stripping
on the
rear end

The first
stripping
value

Cutter
Back
forwards
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In this mode, it doesn’t have the wire twisting function; press to the setting

interface of the jacket function:

Press to start the parameter setting until the completion.

Remark: In this jacket mode, the program set the first stripping, second stripping

and then third stripping, therefore, the stripping length and cutting value could be

adjusted, such as the first stripping the jacket, the second stripping core insulation;

the first stripping the core insulation, the second stripping the jacket; the value of

the first stripping and front and rear end are the same. The second and third

cutting value could be adjusted separately; If it only strips two layers in the front

end, it just needs to adjust one of the length into “0”, each stripping length equals

to the distance from wire end to cutting place.

The second
stripping
length on the
front

The third
stripping
length on
the front

The third
stripping
length on the
rear

The second
stripping length on
the front and rear
end

The third half
stripping
length on the
rear

The second
half stripping
length on the
rear

The second
stripping
value on the
rear

The third
stripping
value on the
rear

The third
stripping
value on the
front

The second
stripping
value on the
front

The second
half stripping
length on the
front

The third half
stripping
length on the
front
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High speed mode:

The adjusting mode is similar with the long wire, it only requires 3 cutters while

cutting. It doesn’t have the wire twisting function; press to enter following

screen:

After setting the front and rear cutting distance and cutting value, it could input the

length which is the same as the long wire.
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FUNCTION SETTING INTERFACE

In the standby mode, press the into following screen;In this screen, the

machine can not start to work, press to back to working interface.

Parameter setting, press to set until finishing all the parameters.

Counting time:
The increasing
quantity while
working for one
time

Wire inspecting:
Whether the wire
inspecting
function is on or
off.

The wire twisting function is
drift: this function is especially
designed for the twisting of the
super short wire. The parameter
setting is distance from the
front stripping and twisting
roller, generally it is 32.0

Compensating value for
front and rear cutter: adjust
the value of front and rear
cutter.
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System setting interface:

When the machine is in the standby state, press into this interface: input

code(10010011)in to following screen. In this screen, the machine can not start to

work, press back to working interface.

Parameter setting, press to set until finishing all the parameters.

Wire stripping setting remarks:

1. While setting the parameter of stripping, the total length should be longer than

front end + rear end; or the machine will lose control.

2. While using the communication to control the machine, it has to ensure the

machine is in the working interface and non parameter setting state, or it will

be no efforts.

3. It should choose suitable working speed.

4. While in the working interface without any parameters setting, directly press

, to set the cutter value without any stopping.

Electronic gear
setting: the pulse for
one meter wire
feeding is 8200

Twist function
switch:Turn off if no
twist

485 communication
station single, please
set 1-31
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5. If the 4 working indicating lights are blinking, it means the setting of parameters,

therefore, it can not start the machine.

6. Wire twisting setting: the front wire twisting deviating is especially for the short

wire. When the front stripping is finished, the distance to the rear twisting roller;

sometimes, for the short wire, the cutter could be installed behind the rear

twisting roller, it could set the small value of the parameters, to twisting the

short wire; Generally for long wire, it is 32mm which doesn’t need to be

modified. For the short wire, it should be adjusted as per the actual distance

between cutter and twisting roller (it could be adjusted by the manual operation,

if the wire feeding exceeds the twisting roller, reduce this parameters, the

opposite could be increased)

The communication protocol introduction

The machine is equipped with RS485 communicating function, the customer

could directly control this machine via the computer(PLC,PC); the

communication specification of the hardware is: 38400,8,N,1

The following are the orders that could be received:

1. Emergency stop: the computer send 3 byte 16 system 0.1,66,99; the first 01

is the station NO, it could modify the screen as per the system setting.

When the machine received the order, it will return the same data back to

inform the reception.

2. Stop order: the computer send 3 byte 16 system: 01,77,88
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the first 01 is the station NO, it could modify the screen as per the system

setting. When the machine received the order, it will return the same data

back to inform the reception.

3. Start order: the computer send 3 byte 16 system: 01,88,77

the first 01 is the station NO, it could modify the screen as per the system

setting. When the machine received the order, it will return the same data

back to inform the reception.

Chapter Three:Wire cutting sample:

(1) Long wire mode:

1. Put the wire in the middle of the roller, adjust the gap to just contact the wire

and then down forwards for 2 grids

2. Parameter setting:

(1) enter the setting mode: standby press

(2) stripping length in the front end

(3) half stripping length in the front end

(4) total length: , ,

(5) half stripping length in the rear end:

(6) length in the rear end:
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(7) cutting value:

(8) cutter back forwards:

(9) long wire mode: press to long wire mode

3,press longer than 0.5 s, the machine will automatically stop after load one

wire, check whether the cutting value is suitable, directly press , to

modify until the satisfaction;

(2) Multi-section stripping

1. Put the wire in the middle of the roller, adjust the gap to just contact the wire

and then down forwards for 2 grids

2. Parameter setting:

(1) enter the setting mode: standby press

(2) stripping length in the front end

(3)ESC the parameter setting of stripping

(4)Multi-section mode: press to multi section mode

(5)Multi-section setting: press to the setting screen.

(6)The first insulation remain length:
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(7)The first stripping length:

(8) The second insulation remain length:

(9) The second stripping length:

(10) The third insulation remain length:

(11) The third stripping length:

(12) The fourth length:

(13) Return to the working interface:

3,press longer than 0.5 s, the machine will automatically stop after load one

wire, check whether the cutting value is suitable, directly press , to

modify until the satisfaction;

Remark:

1. If the value of the third section is 0, the program consider cutting it in two

sections, such as, if it strips 12 sections, therefore the all lengths should be

set.

2. In the multi stripping mode, it is forced that the half stripping in the front end is

“0”without the twisting function.


